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The

Austrias first cable car
was the Hahnenkammbahn,
built between 1926 and 1928.

birthplace
of skiing
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„Come here. That was so good I need to give you a slap on
the back.“ That is how the snow-covered and utterly
euphoric Franz Reisch greeted his friend Josef Herold,
who had been anxiously waiting for him on the edge
of a field for hours. It’s spring 1893 and Franz Reisch
has just become the first person to ski down the
Kitzbüheler Horn.

Fortunately, the avalanche that this set off was just a
metaphorical one. In the years to come more and more
locals and visitors would come to enjoy this winter sport.
Kitzbühel, previously only considered worth a visit for
a summer holiday, was to become Austria’s first winter
sports destination.

FRANZ REISCH - THE FOUNDER  
OF SKIING IN KITZBÜHEL 

MILESTONES FOR SKIING AND 
BERGBAHN KITZBÜHEL

1893  Franz Reisch was the first to ski down from the 
 Kitzbüheler Horn into the valley
1928  Foundation of Bergbahn AG Kitzbühel
1929  Opening of Hahnenkamm cable car
1955  Opening of Hornbahn I + II and the 
 Horngipfel cable car
1959  Expansion of the ski resort towards Kirchberg
 and Jochberg/Pass Thurn
1993  Start of the artificial snowmaking age
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1996  Modernisation of the existing cable cars and lifts
1997  First expansion and remodelling of the
 „Kurhaus” to create the Aquarena Spa Centre
2005  Installing 3S cable car
2016-2018  Modernisation of cable cars and installing
 infrastructur to support production of snow
2019  Opening of the new Fleckalmbahn
2021 Opening of the P3 Lounge at the Pengelstein 
2022  Redesign of slope guiding system
2023  Opening of the ropeways Gauxjoch and  
 Trattenbach
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The Streif is one of the 
most well-known venues 
in the world for the  
discipline of downhill.Photos: © KSC

THE STREIF –WORLD CUP  FEELING 
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THE MOST DIFFICULT DOWNHILL IN THE WORLD

In 1937, the Austrian racer Thaddäus Schwabl skied down the
Streif in 3:53.1 minutes. In comparison, the Austrian racer 
Fritz Strobl has held the course record since 1997, having 
crossed the finish line in just 1:51.58 minutes.

PUR ADRENALINE ACROSS 3,3 KM

The Streif owes its fame to those course features that push all
racers to their physical and mental limits. The Startschuss, the
Mausefalle and the Steilhang are the key sections which are
the most feared. Why is that? The Startschuss requires

maximum concentration, with racers accelerating with in
the first 8.5 seconds to 100 km/h. The Mausefalle is the

steepest part of the course. It has a gradient of 85 %, with
the jump taking racers up to 80 m down the skirun.
This is immediately followed by the Steilhang, the
iciest part of the whole course, which places huge

demands on the professionals’ skills and equip-
ment. Racers must overcome the challenges of 

the Gschöss and the Alte Schneise before they 
reach the finishing line. After the Seidlalm 

jump, the professionals come to the Lärchenschuss and then, 
a little later, the Hausbergkante, the most breathtaking point 
along the Streif. Racers reach a top speed of 140 km/h as they 
make for the finishing line, cheered on by the roars of the fans.

Start Abfahrt

Start Slalom

Ziel Slalom

Ziel

Mausefalle
Karussellkurve

Steilhang

Brückenschuss

Gschöss

Alte Schneise

Seidlalmsprung

Lärchenschuss

Ganslernhang

Hausbergkante

Traverse

Zielschuss

Zielkompression

Zielsprung
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Detailed information 
about the Hahnenkamm  
race is available at 
hahnenkamm.com

TIP: Streif viewing – experience 
 the World Cup feeling in
 summer too. 
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      The best 
KitzSki             photo
        points
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Share your photo on Facebook and Instagram 
#KitzSki@kitzski

      The best 
KitzSki             photo
        points
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PHOTO POINT AT THE STREIF START HOUSE

The Streif owes its fame to those course features that push 
all racers to their physical and mental limits. The view of 
the starthouse alone is enough to set pulses racing. Best of 
all, the starthouse has now been refurbished just in time 
for your visit. Do you have the courage to stand at the edge 
of the legendary Streif start house? Your daring will be 
rewarded with a souvenir photo! You can then have your 
photo printed out at the mountain station of the Hahnen-
kammbahn cable car. Printouts cost €5 per photo.
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SELFIES AT THE STEINBERGKOGEL HUT 
AND NEXT TO THE BRUNN TOP STATION

SKIMOVIE COURSE ALONG SLOPE 
NO. 16 (STREITECK)

Make yourself comfortable on the selfie-chair and take a
picture. A breathtaking panorama of the surrounding
mountain peaks unfolds at the Steinbergkogel hut (next to
the top station) as well as next to the top station of the 
Brunn chairlift. 

Keen to discover what 
professional ski racing really 
feels like? – Check out the 
new, free-of-charge Skimovie 
course.

Type of race course ..........................................................................................Giant slalom
Length start/finish .................................................................................... approx. 280 m
Länge Start/Ziel .................................................................................................approx. 60 m

All videos and photos taken at the photo points 
and on the Skimovie course can be accessed 
free of charge by visiting skiline.cc and entering 
the number of your keycard.
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High 
 in the 
         sky

KitzSki‘s snow parks are ideal for beginners,
intermediates and professionals 
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TIP
Use of the snowparks is included

in the price of the lift ticket.

Kickerlines, Rails & more – If you want more than classic ski-
ing fun on the slopes, you’ll find the finest variety in the snow-
parks on the Hanglalm, Kitzbüheler Horn and Bärenbadkogel.

SNOWPARK HANGLALM –
FOR PROFESSIONALS AND ADVANCED SKIERS
AT G5 HANGLALM CHAIRLIFT

At the KitzSki Hanglalm Snowpark, the kickerlines, rails, bo-
xes and jibs – all perfectly shaped – give every single visitor 
the chance to exercise their creativity. Find the details at 
snowpark-kitzbuehel.at  

 The SnowX Kitzbühel is a hybrid of slopes, fun park, 
and boardercross, suitable for everyone. Skiing fun for young 
and old is guaranteed here!
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SNOWX KITZBÜHELER HORN –
FOR EVERYONE AT TRATTALMMULDE
H8 EGGL SKI LIFT

With the SnowX course no visitor to the Kitzbüheler 
Horn will leave disappointed. There are cliffs 
and gullies, hidden tree runs, wave runners, and 
endless powder fields.

BÄRENLAND OBSTACLE COURSE –  
FOR KIDS AND THE YOUNG AT HEART AT 
F5 BÄRENBADKOGEL II CHAIRLIFT
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The course on the Bärenbadkogel has a number of challenges 
ready both for children and youth, such as a slalom run, gnome 
gates and obstacles that require skill and balance on skis.
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Sleding into

Tobogganing - a delight for every agegroup!

 Valley the
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Sleding
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TIP: Just a few minutes walk from the village centre, the
4-seater chairlift takes you up.

Refreshment stops:
 Gasthaus Obergaisberg, T +43 5357 3709, obergaisberg.at
 Gaisbergstüberl, T +43 5357 35555, gaisberg.tirol
 Information about Toboggan Hire Gaisberg you‘ll get
 at Gerry Sport via T +43 5357 35704 and gerry-sport.at

GAISBERG SPECIAL

SINGLE TICKET

ADULTS YOUTHS 
2007 – 2005

KIDS
2017 – 2008

40.00 22.00 11.00

ADULTS YOUTHS 
2007 – 2005

KIDS
2017 – 2008

18.90 14.20 9.50

During the day or in the evening, for each 10 tickets purchased/1 free
22



ADULTS YOUTHS 
2007 – 2005

KIDS
2017 – 2008

25.50 19.00 13.00

ADULTS YOUTHS 
2007 – 2005

KIDS
2017 – 2008

38.00 38.00 26.50

TOBOGGANING EVENING TICKET

THE GAISBERG EVENING FLAT-RATE TICKET

 Use of the 4-seater chairlift
 1 toboggan (rental at the valley station)
 1 drink in the Berggasthaus Obergaisberg and Gaisbergstüberl

For families: pay for 1 child, all other children travel free
For groups: 1 ticket free per 20 evening flat-rate tickets purchased

TIP: For KitzSki Card and annual ticket holders:  
Evening use night tobogganing is included.
For ski tickets from 6 days: One evening use is included.

Here you‘ll find the 
current opening times 
for the toboggan run.
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Winter    hiking
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Winter    hikingPanorama
   to go

Winter hiking - a gentle form
of winter sports that’s particularly
popular with nature lovers and
those looking for relaxation. 
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STEP BY STEP THROUGH THE SNOW

It’s always been well known that exercise in the fresh 
air strengthens the immune system, calms the 
mind and is a remedy for the soul. More 
and more people have discovered winter 
hiking as a means of finding peace or 
to enjoy the snow-covered landscape. 
Mindfulness is not just a trend but a 
tried and tested means of focusing on 
the moment.

Explore the area’s most beautiful 
winter hiking routes:

 kitzski.at/winterhiking
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GUIDED HIKES

WINTER HIKING ROUTES OF KITZSKI

Kitzbühel Tourismus, Tourismusverband Kitzbüheler Alpen-
Brixental and tourist office of Mittersill Plus offer guided 
winter hiking tours. Details you’ll find on kitzbuehel.com, 
kitzbueheler-alpen.com and mittersill-tourismus.at.

 Winter hikes
 Snowshoe hikes
 Torchlight hikes

 Sunset hikes
 Full moon hikes

In combination with the KitzSki cable cars, there’s nothing 
standing in the way of endless hiking fun. Enjoy the ascent 
and the wonderful panorama of the surrounding mountains.

A1 6 Hahnenkamm cable car Panorama winter hiking route
H1/H2 6 Horn cable car I + II winter hiking route Horn
H11 2 Bichlalm chairlift Bichlalm winter hiking route
B1 10 Fleckalm cable car St. Bernhard Kapelle winter hiking route
F1 10 Wagstätt cable car & D9 30 3S-cable car  Walk and Fly Jochberg
G8/G9 8 Panorama cable car Kitzbüheler Alpen  winter hiking 

route Tauernblick

Explore the area’s most beautiful 
winter hiking routes:

 kitzski.at/winterhiking
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HIKING TICKETS INCL. SKI BUS

ADULTS YOUTHS
2007 – 2005

KIDS
2017 – 2008

1 day 49.00 37.00 24.50
2 days   68.00 51.00 34.00
3 days   80.00 60.00 40.00
4 days   90.00 67.50 45.00
5 days   102.00 76.50 51.00
6 days 113.00 85.00 56.50
7 days 123.00 92.50 61.50

ADULTS YOUTHS
2007 – 2005

KIDS
2017 – 2008

3 in 5 days   89.00 67.00 44.50
5 in 7 days 115.00 86.50 57.50

FLEX-HIKING TICKETS INCL. SKI BUS
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A1 Hahnenkamm cable car 31.50 22.00 11.00
B1 Fleckalm cable car 31.50 22.00 11.00
E1 Gaisberg chairlift 18.90 14.20 9.50
F1 Wagstätt cable car 1 section 18.90 14.20 9.50

F1/D9 Walk&Fly: Wagstätt cable car  
2 sections incl. 3S cable car

40.00 22.00 11.00

G1 Resterhöhe chairlift 18.90 14.20 9.50
G8/G9 Panorama cable car  

Kitzbüheler Alpen 1 section
18.90 14.20 9.50

G8/G9 Panorama cable car  
Kitzbüheler Alpen 2 sections

31.50 22.00 11.00

H1 Horn cable car 1 section 18.90 14.20 9.50
H1-H3 Horn cable car 2 sections 31.50 22.00 11.00

H11 Bichlalm chairlift 1 section 17.00 12.80 8.50
H11 Bichlalm chairlift 2 sections 25.80 19.40 11.00
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trail at 1.800 m

The high-altitude cross-country trails on 
the Kitzbüheler Horn and Resterkogel are 
ideal for both those who cross-country ski 
just for pleasure and those who like
a physical challenge.

Fresh air on thecross-country
above sea level
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CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING ON THE 
KITZBÜHELER HORN & RESTERKOGEL

Cross-country skiing is getting more and more popular. Peop-
le appriciate sliding through winterwonderland.

Enjoy the best panorama along the cross-country ski trail in 
the Trattalmulde. Ascent is via the Hornbahn I + II, descent 
into the Mulde to the trail on the Alpenhaus chairlift.

The cross-country ski trail on the Resterkogel 
also guarantees the best views of the surroun-
ding mountains. Ascent on the Panorama cable 
car Kitzbüheler Alpen.

UP & DOWN TICKET

ADULTS YOUTHS KIDS
2007 – 2005 2017 – 2008

Kitzbüheler Horn
31.50 22.00 11.00

Panorama cable car Kitzbüheler Alpen
from Hollersbach sections I + II

31.50 22.00 11.00
Panorama cable car Kitzbüheler Alpen
from Breitmoos section II

18.90 14.20 9.50
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Tip for beginners: Gather your first ski touring 
experiences on the groomed ski slopes.

Ski step 
by ski step to thesummit
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SIGN-POSTED SKI TOURS

KitzSki, in cooperation with Kitzbühel Tourismus, the Kitz-
büheler Alpen tourism association and the Mittersill Plus 
tourism association, are responding to the trend sport of ski 
touring on groomed slopes. Ski touring on groomed slopes 
has become a major trend sport nationwide. In response to 
this increased demand, the State of Tyrol has launched an 
initiative together with the „snowhow“ company from Inns-
bruck, in which KitzSki is also participating in the form of 
sign-posted ski tours on the groomed slopes. On these
sign-posted tours, guests can be sure that they are on official 
trails and routes. Of course, it is essential to act on your own
responsibility and not to enter closed slopes.
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If you depart from a specific slope or ski-route, you will enter 
the off-piste skiing area. This area is associated with various
Alpine hazards and dangers. You enter the off-piste area at 
your own risk. Please note that the off-piste skiing 
area is neither monitored nor secured, and that 
Bergbahn AG Kitzbühel has no usage rights.

Please note the latest 
notices and information 
about short-term closures 
on site.

SKI TOURING ON THE GROOMED  
SLOPES AT KITZSKI

Route 1 Gaisberg  Slope no. 41
Route 1  Bichlalm  Slope no. 50
Route 1a  Stuckkogel  Ski route no. 52
Route 1b  Hochetzkogel  Ski route no. 52
Route 1  Schwarzkogel  Ski route no. 56
Route 1  Resterkogel  Slope no. 70a and no. 77

Detailed information about the sign-pos-
ted ski tours on groomed slopes can be 
found at kitzski.at/ski-touring.
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Barrier-free

Our staff are always happy to help  
all guests who might need help boarding  
and alighting.

access through the ski area
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Bergbahn Kitzbühel is sensitive to the needs of 
guests with restricted mobility.  
Entrances and exits to all wheelchair-accessible facilities and 
areas are clearly marked at all key points (ticket offices,
mountain and valley stations). The entrance area and ticket 
offices are readily accessible as they are at ground level or
stepless or equipped with a non-slip ramp with a  
6% incline (Ö-Norm) or a small step with a  
maximum height of 3 cm (Ö-Norm). All ramps  
are also free of snow or equipped with  
either a guardrail or at least one  
simple handrail. Door widths also  
conform with Ö-Norm  
(Austrian standards).

Wheelchair-accessible cable cars Door width:
A1 66 Hahnenkamm cable car  60 cm
B1 610  Fleckalm cable car  90 cm
B2 610  Maierl cable car  60 cm
D1 68 Pengelstein cable car I  60 cm
F1 610  Wagstätt cable car  80 cm
G8/G9 66 Panorama cable car Kitzbüheler Alpen  80 cm
H1/H2 66 Horn cable car  60 cm
H3 4444 Horngipfel cable car 145 cm

access through 
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FACILITIES FOR WHEELCHAIR USERS

Parking spaces for people with disabilities  
in the vicinity of the entrance:

 A1 66 Hahnenkamm  
 cable car
 A5 44 Ganslern chairlift
 B1 610  Fleckalm cable car
 B2 610  Maierl cable car
 D1 68 Pengelstein cable car

Restaurants and huts with wheelchair-accessible toilets:

 Restaurant Hochkitzbühel 
 Legendencafe Kitzbühel
 Bar Ochserl Kirchberg     

 Bärenbadalm Jochberg 
 Alpenhaus Kitzbüheler Horn 
 Pinzgablick Pass Thurn

Wheelchair-accessible toilets:

 A1 66  Hahnenkamm cable car - valley and mountain station 
 B1 610  Fleckalm cable car - valley station
 B2 610Maierl cable car - valley station
 D1 68 Pengelstein cable car - valley station
 F1 610  Wagstätt cable car - valley station
 G1 46 Resterhöhe chairlift - valley station
 G8/G9 66 Panorama cable car Kitzbüheler Alpen - valley station
 H1/H2 66 Horn cable car - valley and mountain station

 F1 610  Wagstätt cable car
 G1 46 Resterhöhe chairlift
 G8/G9 66 Panorama cable car
 H1/H2 66 Horn cable car
 H11 42  Bichlalm chairlift
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Sustain ability  and nature
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Bergbahn Kitzbühel uses natural resources 
with great care so that the next generations 
can continue to enjoy skiing to the fullest.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY CABLE CAR OP

Bergbahn Kitzbühel is continually investing in its infrastruc-
ture, creating comfortable and energy-efficient facilities for 
its guests. Generously proportioned protected areas guaran-
tee, especially in winter, a harmonious coexistence between 
humans and nature. All cable cars are responsibly designed 
and constructed in harmony with nature.

THE FOLLOWING MEASURES ARE IN FORCE:

 Recovering and saving of energy, e. g. photovoltaic systems 
 and LED lights

 Intelligent seat heating

 Heat recovery from renewable resources (Pellets), e. g. 
 mountain restaurant Pengelstein, Kompetenzcenter  
 Streiteck
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 Heat recovery to heat buildings e. g. Fleckalmbahn 
 mountain and valley station

 11 cable cars with direct drive e. g. Fleckalmbahn, 
 Ochsalm and Brunn etc.

 Digitalisation is essential for sustainable cable car 
 operation (IE mobile phone ticket)

 
 Economically viable snow management

 Snow depots make a significant contribution to efficient 
 slope management at the beginning of the season

 Investment in the latest technology 
 (efficient snow-making machines)

 Fleet renewal at EURO 6 (emission standards)

 Environmentally-friendly design – cable car stations are 
 harmoniously integrated into the mountain world 
 (e.g. minimalistic design, facade cladding with shingles)

 E-charging stations at selected KitzSki car parks

 Use of Shell GTL Fuel and HVO fuel - The clean 
 alternatives to diesel.

 Construction supervision by sustainability expert 
 Mag. Irmgard Silberberger
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Water    fun
andrel   axation
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Water    fun
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naThe spacious bathing and sauna area is a paradise for 
water enthusiasts and those looking for relaxation.
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In addition to the 25 m long competition pool, where you can 
swim laps, there’s also a relaxation pool. 
A waterfall and massage jets are also integrated into this area 
by the pool side. For children there are two adventurous water 
slides. A separate area for babies and toddlers guarantees 
that even the youngest visitors have enough space to splash 
around. In the competition pool area there’s a 
Physiotherm-Pro2 infrared cabin that can be 
used free of charge by our bathing guests.

MASSAGES – MORE RELAXATION

SAUNA FACILITIES OVERVIEW

 Classic massage
 Medical massage
 Sports massage
 Lymph drainage
 Foot reflex zone massage
 Fascia massage

 Honey massage
 Honey-Peeling massage
 Special Massage for bikers, 
 hikers and skiers
 Sport tape (taping)

 Stone oven sauna  
 (approx. 90 °C) mechanical 
 infusion on the hour and 
 half hour 
 Aroma sauna (approx. 80 °C)
 Sanarium (approx. 65 °C)
 Steam baths (approx. 45 °C)

 Snow room  
 (approx. -5 °C to -10 °C)
 Plunge pool
 Relaxation lounge with
 infrared loungers
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“NATURAL TALENT” –  
SOCIAL CATERING

The “Restaurant Naturtalent” has been catering to guests at 
the AQUARENA for a few years. The menu includes main
dishes chosen from international cuisine, salads, snacks and 
children´s dishes. There’s also a different lunch menu every 
day.

Arriving by pubplic transportation
 Postbus (stop: Kitzbühel Volksschule)
 ÖBB Austrian Railways (stop: Hahnenkamm)

Parking (free of charge)
 Please use parking space at the Hahnenkamm cable car
 (2-3 minutes walk from AQUARENA)

Reduction: With a valid Bergbahn AG Kitzbühel cable car 
ticket or KitzSki Card you will receive a 50 % discount on a 
one-day admission to the AQUARENA indoor pool.

AQUARENA SPA CENTRE 
Klostergasse 2 · 6370 Kitzbühel
T +43 5356 6951-1711
aquarena@kitzski.at · aquarena.tirol
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Webshop
KitzSki

The KitzSki Pure Card is a real 
eye-catcher and makes an 
ideal gift.
The KitzSki Pure Card can be 
loaded with all day tickets 
(summer and winter),  
KitzSki Cards, and annual 
tickets from KitzSki.

of
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Lift tickets, the exclusive KitzSki Pure 
Card, vouchers in various designs and 
high-quality merchandise are now avai-
lable from the KitzSki webshop.
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Thanks
for yourFeedback

We would appreciate if you would
take a few minutes to participate in

our survey. We want to continue
improving and your feedback will 

help us to adjust our offers and 
products to your preferences. Please 
answer the questions as openly and 

honestly as possible. As a thank you, afterwards
you’ll have the option to participate in a prize draw.

There are many great prizes to be won!

We take data protection very seriously.
Rest assured that your data will only be

processed anonymously and will not 
be passed on to third parties under any

circumstances.

Scan the QR-code now and
take part in the survey.
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 233 piste kilometres
 577 ha piste area

 58 cable cars and lifts   
 1.200 snowmakers

   TESTSIEGER 2023
GOLD

10x





KitzSki APP.
- always up to date

KitzSki

Conception & Design: KitzSki · Fotos: KitzSki / Werlberger, e3MediaHouse / MaxDraeger 
Mario Moser, Juergen Klecha, Pius Schneider & Roland Haschka, Stephan Cooper

All prices in euros incl. VAT. Prices and offers subject to change;  
no responsibility for errors and typographical mistakes. 2nd edition.
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